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Introduction
The University of Wisconsin's Memorial Library hired its first Africanist bibliographer
in the mid 1960s. It was a strategic and somewhat prescient move intended to support the
fledgling programs in African languages and literature and in African studies. It might
not have been possible to organize an exhibition such as this in those early days. Today,
after nearly forty years of collection building in collaboration with our scholars and
researchers, we have respected and valuable collections of Africana. We are therefore
proud to collaborate with the African Studies Program and the African Literature
Association to commemorate both the 30th anniversary of ALA and the 40th anniversary
of the Department of African Languages and Literature.
The General Library System's contribution to this commemoration is three-fold:
- The publication of Bruised Totems, a chapbook by Prof. Kwame Dawes, a
poet and scholar from the University of South Carolina
- A panel entitled The Africanist, the Library and Scholarly Communication
- A book exhibit entitled A Wealth ofLiterary Prizes: An Exhibit ofAfrican and
Diaspora Writers.
Our aim in organizing these events is to tell a story about African literature and to
encourage our library patrons to discover, read, and appreciate the richness of African
literature. It is a literature remarkable in its range and depth, very much alive and
flourishing, and ultimately about all of us.
When Batouala was first published in Paris in 1921, it was not only "an event of major
literary importance, but also a turning point in both the intellectual and political history of
contemporary Africa. A creation of Rene Maran, an Afro-Caribbean who had years of
direct experience in Africa as an employee of France's colonial service, Batouala was the
first great novel about Africa by a Black writer."
"The book's literary excellence was immediately recognized when in 1922 it received the
Prix Goncourt, the most sought-after prize for the novel in French literature. Rankled by
Maran's scathing attack on French colonialism in the preface to Batouala, and outraged
by the fact that a Black writer could win an award so exalted that only the year before it

had gone to Marcel Proust's Remembrance of Things Past, many French critics attacked
Maran's book as "obscene," "poorly composed," and one of the "scandals of the epoch."
*

Writers from Africa and the African Diaspora have been known to produce works of
stellar quality and far-reaching significance. Authors such as Leopold Sedar Senghor,
Wole Soyinka, Chinua Achebe, Aime Cesaire,Naguib Mahfouz, Nadine Gordimer, J.M>
Coetzee, Derek Walcott, Mariama Ba, Toni Morrisson, Raphael Confiant, Werewere
Liking, Paule Marshall, N'gugi Wa Thiongo, come to mind. African writers have
denounced the ills of colonization, slavery and the post-colonial state. They have raised
the consciousness ofreaders and indirectly impacted major historical events.
By organizing A Wealth ofLiterary Prizes, we wish to highlight a few facts:
African literature makes up a widespread community.
African literature embodies a diversity of peoples, historical events, sociopolitical issues arid experiences.
The reception of African literature ranges from the popular to the scholarly, from
children to adult readers.
The study of African literature has been, for many years, a full-fledged academic
discipline.
The works of these writers have been bridging communities of writers and readers
for decades
·
And, to an extent not fully recognized, African and African Diaspora writers have
been competing in and winning major national and international literary prizes.
The exhibit therefore represents a record of literary prizes that have been awarded to
writers of African descent since 1922 when Rene Maran was honored with the Goncourt
for Batouala. Literary prizes were very scarce prior to the 80s. The major ones at that
time included the Nobel, the Goncourt, the Femina, Commonwealth. The creation of
literary fora such as the African Literature Association has led to new literary
distinctions. The ALA founded the Fonlon-Nichols prize in 1987 and opened it in 1992
by recognizing silmultaneously Mongo Beti and Rene Philombe, two Cameroonian
writers.
The exhibit features approximately 50 books including novels, plays and poetry from
writers from Africa, Europe, and the Americas. The books are written in English, French,
and Portuguese. They have been selected from a compiled list of ninety-three (93) literary
prizes awarded to African and African Diaspora writers throughout the world ·since 1922.
Such an exhibit cannot be exhaustive or, regrettably, fully representative of the
excellence of African literature. In preparing this project, we could not help but notice the
glaring absence of important writers like Aime Cesaire who have been simply
marginalized by the literary prize industry. Authors who write in African languages seem
to have been especially overlooked. Indeed, the omissions are so striking and numerous
that we thought it might be more interesting to organize an alternative exhibit along side
this one. But, we will save this idea for the next ALA conference at UW-Madison.

We wish to thank everyone who has helped bring this project to fruition. Special thanks
go to the African Studies Program, Emilie Ngo-Nguidjol, Jill Rosenshield, Yvonne
Schafer, Ed Van Gernert, Dan Joe, Don Johnson, Eileen Kalbach, Nikki Busch, the
faculty who lent their original and prettier copies, Subramanian Rama, and to the
members of the Memorial Library Reference Department.
Ken Frazier
Director of the General Library System

Annotated Bibliography
Aboulela, Leila. The Translator. Edinburgh: Polygon, cl 999.
"Sammar is a young Sudanese widow working as an Arabic translator in a British
university. Following the death of her husband, and estranged from her young
son, she drifts - grieving, isolated and exiled from the warmth and colours of her
home. Slowly life returns when she finds herself falling in love with Rae, a
Scottish academic. Twice divorced and a self-proclaimed cynic, to Sammar he
seems to come from another world. Separated by culture and faith, but drawn to
each other, this is a story about love, both human and divine." (Back cover)

Achebe, Chinua .. Things Fall Apart. New York: Anchor Books, 1994.
"A simple story of a "strong man" whose life is dominated by fear and anger,
Things Fall Apart is written with remarkable economy and subtle irony. Uniquely
and richly African, at the same time it reveals Achebe's keen awareness of the
human qualities common to men of all times and places." (Back cover)
Aidoo, Aina Ata. Changes: A Love Story. New York: Feminist Press at the City
University ofNew York, cl 993.
"Portrays the conflicts between professional women whose lives have changed
drastically and men whose lives and cultural assumptions remain unchanged.
Married and with a daughter as the novel opens, Esi chooses divorce and a life
focused on work. When she falls in love with an attractive man-- married,
wealthy, and able to arrange a polygamous marriage-the modem women finds
herself facing a new set of problems. Witty and fast-paced, Changes never misses
an opportunity for social satire." (Back cover.)

Asare, Meschack. The Brassman 's Secret. Accra, Ghana: Educational Press and
Manufacturers, c 1981.
"This book first won The Noma Award for Publishing in Africa in 1982. Now
newly revised and reprinted, it is recognised as one of the most important
children's books in Africa. The jury of the Noma award cites the book: "an
exciting and unusual children's story, beautifully and imaginatively illustrated, to
bring out important aspects of Asante culture". The story is ofKwajo who is
transformed into a land of proverbs and riddles by a little brass drummer made by
his father. In this land Kwajo is tempted with the possibility of riches but must
decode the animal symbols he is presented with along the way. Unfortunately, he
is not able to hold his head at the last test, but nevertheless learns an important
lesson." (African Books Collective)
Awerbuck, Diane. Gardening at Night. London: Secker & Warburg, 2003.
"This first novel is set in the mining town of Kimberley which once drew fortune
hunters from all comers of the earth only to become a place to depart from as the
twentieth century unwinds and a new era in South Africa unfolds. The narrative,
with its acute observations, breaks out from the precocious story of what sounded
like the account of a child prodigy. It matures beautifully through the agonizing
years of puberty and a movement from the throes of white poverty and
· dysfunctional home conditions. Profoundly introspective, it explores the evolving
consciousness of a girl moving through jolting episodes in early life in a troubled
and disintegrating environment. Her journey from childhood through growing
sexuality and toward womanhood is the discovery of a larger world and of the
self. Written with ebullience, its signature is deft poetic prose wrought from the
abject and the comic. This is the authentic voice of particularity grafted anew out
of the old. Gardening at Night points to a great literary future for a writer who
skillfully takes the reader beyond the facades of the familiar and the obvious."
(AllAfrica.com)
Ba, Mariama. Une si longue letter. Dakar: Nouvelles editions africaines, [1980]

So Long a Letter. London: Heinemann, 1981.
"A sequence of reminiscences, some wistful, some bitter, recounted by
Senegalese school teacher Ramatoulaye, who has recently been widowed. The
letter, addressed to her old friend, Aissatou, is a record of her emotional struggle
for survival after her husband's abrupt decision to take a second wife. Although
sanctioned by Islam, his action is a calculated betrayal of her trust and a brutal
rejection of their life together. The novel is a perceptive testimony to the plight of
those articulate women who live in social milieux dominated by attitudes and
values that deny them their proper place." (Back cover)

Bebey, Francis. African Music: a People's Art. Brooklyn, N.Y: Lawrence Hill Books,
(1992?]
"Nearly every page of this book has a vivid photograph illustrating some phase of
African musical life.... Bebey has provided a number of practical aids to the
music-lover who wishes to investigate African music: there is an excellent
discography, arranged first by country, then by function ('birth,' 'initiation,' etc.),
and then by types of instruments used. Thus the text, photographs and
discography represent a kind of home-study course in African Music." (Choice)
Beyala, Calixthe. Femme nue,femme noire: roman. Paris: Albin Michel, c2003.
A violent, sensual and provocative tale of black Africa, a continent in the midst of
revolt and resignation.
Camara, Laye. The African Child. [London] Collins (1960].
Cesaire, Aime. Cahier d'un retour au pays natal. Paris, Presence africaine (1956)

Return to my Native Land. Paris: Presence africaine, 1968.
Chamoiseau, Patrick. Biblique des derniers gestes. Paris: Gallimard, 2002.
Coetzee, John Maxwell. Elizabeth Costello: Eight Lessons. London: Secker & W~burg, ·
2003.
"Elizabeth Costello is a distinguished and aging Australian novelist whose life is
revealed through an ingenious series of eight formal addresses. From an awardacceptance speech at a New England liberal arts college to a lecture on evil in
Amsterdam and a sexually charged reading by the poet Robert Duncan, Coetzee
draws the reader inexorably toward its astonishing conclusion.
·
Vividly imagined and masterfully wrought in his unerring prose, Elizabeth
Costello is, on its surface, the story of a woman's life as mother, sister, lover, and
writer. Yet it is also a profound and haunting meditation on the nature of
storytelling that only a writer of Coetzee's caliber could accomplish."
(Amazon.com)
Conde, Maryse. /, Tituba, Black Witch ofSalem. London: Faber, 2000.
"At the age of seven, Tituba watched as her mother was hanged for daring to
wound a plantation owner who tried to rape her. She was raised from then on by
Mama Y aya, a gifted woman who shared with her the secrets of healing and
magic. But it was Tituba's love of the slave John Indian that led her from safety
into slavery, and the bitter, vengeful religion practiced by the good citizens of
Salem, Massachusetts. Though protected by the spirits, Tituba could not escape
the lies and accusations of that hysterical time.
As history and fantasy merge, Maryse Conde, acclaimed author of TREE OF
LIFE and SEGU, creates the richly imagined life of a fascinating woman."
(Amazon.com)

Conti.ant, Raphael. Le Barbare enchante : roman. Paris: Ecriture, c2003.
In May 1887, Paul Gauguin leaves France for Panama, in search of a better
sourrounding for his art. He settles in a secluded island with his friend Charles
Laval. F_o llowing the bankruptcy of his employer, Companied du Canal, an
epidemic of yellow fever and other problems, the two men decided to move to
Martinique, the "land of Creole Gods." They fell in love with the place and its
people. They spent five months in a shack near a sugar cane plantation,
interacting with African and Indian slaves. Conti.ant uses twelve paintings, and
sculptures that Gaughin made during this time. He also uses original archival
documents to bring to light one of the least known periods in Paul Gaughin's life:
his life in Martinique that enabled him to abandon Impressionism and to distance
himself from the influence of Pissarro and Manet.

Congo-Mbemba, Leopold. Tenors-Memoires. Paris: Presence Africaine, 2002.
A collection of poems on the humanity of the African. The work is dedicated to
Leon Damas, Leopold Sedar Senghor, and Aime Cesaire.
Couto, Mia. Under the Frangipani. Cape Town: David Philip, 2001.
"The story is set in a former Portuguese fort that used to store slaves and ivory.
Bur now it offers a refuge to old people such as Little Miss No, who describes
how she turns into water as a means of escape, and Navaia, an old man-child
cursed by an evil spirit, who grew old the moment he was born. They are all
looked after by Marta, a young woman who sleeps naked on the ground so that
she can absorb the secret energies of the earth." (Book cover)
Dangarembga, Tsitsi. Nervous Conditions. Seattle: Seal Press, 1989.
"Tambu, an adolescent living in colonial Rhodesia of the '60s, seizes the
opportunity to leave her rural community to study at the missionary school run by
her wealthy, British-educated uncle. With an uncanny and often critical selfawareness, Tambu narrates this skillful first novel by a Zimbabwe native. Like
many heroes of the bildungsroman, Tambu, in addition to excelling at her
curriculum, slowly reaches some painful conclusions--about her family, her
proscribed role as a woman, and the inherent evils of colonization. Tambu often
thinks of her mother, "who suffered from being female and poor and uneducated
and black so stoically." Yet, she and her cousin, Nyasha, move increasingly
farther away from their cultural heritage. At a funeral in her native village, Tambu
admires the mourning of the women, "shrill, sharp, shiny, needles of sound
piercing cleanly and deeply to let the anguish in, not out." In many ways, this
novel becomes Tambu's keening--a resonant, eloquent tribute to the women in her
life, and to their losses." (Amazon.com)

Dawes, Kwame. Resisting the Anomie. Fredericton, N.B: Goose Lane, 1995.
The poets "celebrates his roots and holds them fast. A Ghanaian-born Jamaican,
educated in Canada and living in the US, Dawes writes tightly controlled poems,
wild and free poems, boisterous reggae songs; poems of faith, love, anger and
humour. All offer glimpses into the poet's true home." (Back cover)
Diop, Boubacar Boris. Murambi: le livre des ossements: roman. Paris: Stock, 2000.
A fictional account of the Rwanda genocide portraying the life of two childhood
friends, Jessica and Cornelius.
Djebar, Assia. La Disparition de la languefranr;aise: roman. Paris: Albin Michel, 2003.
Assia Djebar focuses on tl;ie viewpoint of a man who returns to Algeria from exile
in France and is reliving his childhood memories. He finds himself torn between
French education and streetsmarts.
Dongala, Emmanuel Boundzeki. Little Boys Come from the Stars. New York: Anchor
Books, 2002.
"Set in an unnamed country in equatorial Africa, Little Boys Come from the Stars
tells the story of Michel, a precocious teen dubbed Matapari ("trouble") because
of his extraordinary birth. Though his father is a reclusive scholar, his mother a
pious though confused Catholic, and his uncle a shameless opportunist
determined to gain power in the shifting politics of their post-colonial nation,
Matapari remains an unsullied child who wears Reeboks, drinks Coke, reads
Japanese comics, and watches Rambo. But when his family becomes the nucleus
of the revolution for democracy, Matapari proves to be the ideal narrator for this
story of violent upheaval and bloody corruption-a voice whose ironic innocence
makes bearable and even humorous the awful realities of the world it describes."
(Amazon. com)
Emecheta, Buchi. Double Yoke. New York: Braziller, 1983, c1982.
"Set on the campus of a Nigerian university, Double Yoke tells the story of two
undergraduates who must confront the conflicting demands of tradition and
modernity. While Nko pursues an education despite the resistance of those who
feel a woman's identity is assumed in traditional marriage, Ete Kamba's love for
her is severely tested as he is himself locked into the rigid attitudes from which
Nko is attempting to break free. Nko must further contend with unscrupulous
professors who would take advantage of her tenuous role as a woman in a maledominated environment. As the author candidly portrays the status of women in
emerging African nations, the choices facing Ete Kamba and Nko are neither
clearcut nor perfect. In Double Yoke, Buchi Emecheta faces them head on."
(Back cover)

Farah, Nuruddin. Links. Cape Town: Kwela Books, 2003.
"J eebleh is returning to Mogadiscio from New York for the first time in twenty
years. It is not a nostalgia trip for him-Jeebleh's last residence here was a jail cell.
And who could feel nostalgic for a city like this? The U.S. troops have recently
come and gone, and the decimated city is ruled by clan warlords and patrolled by
qaat-chewing gangs who shoot civilians to relieve their adolescent boredom.
Jeebleh is returning to visit his mother's grave and to settle her outstanding
accounts-but more urgently, the youngest member of his oldest friend's family has
been abducted. Though they have not seen each other in two decades, J eebleh
knows from their childhood that his friend-a virtual brother, who remained in
Somalia when Jeebleh left-will need Jeebleh to step in. Jeebleh is determined to
cut through the swirling violence and corruption to rescue the little girl-and,
perhaps, a piece of his own identity." (Amazon.com)
Franketienne. L'Oiseau schizophone. Paris: Jean-Michel Place, cl 998.
After the publication of his esthetically disturbing and deeply subversive book,
Philemond Theophile, the writer known by the pen name of Predilhomme, is
kidnapped by secret agents of the zozobiste regime. The repressive government
commission interrogated him and sent him to the imperial prison where he is kept
on death row and sentenced to eat his book one page at a time.
Glissant, Edouard. Omerod: roman. Paris: Gallimard, 2003.
The novel owes its title to an Australian friend of Glissant' s, Beverly Ormerod,
whose sister married one of the plotters of the coup d'etat in Grenada in 1983 that
led to the American invasion of the Caribbean island. It opens with two historical
events: Saint-Lucia in 1793 during the slave rebellion of fleeing maroons led by
Flore Gaillard, and the 1983 coup d'etat in Grenada. The story of these two events
is told in a free chronological and spatial movement and with digressions, poetic
and theoretical suspensions, with internal and geographical journeys which take
the reader from Caribbean to Australia, to La Rochelle. Characters, spaces, time
and places are intermingled in complex style that the author previously used in
Tout-Monde to describe Caribbean identity.
Gordimer, Nadine. The Pickup. New· York : Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2001.
"When Julie Summers' car breaks down on a sleazy street in a South African city,
a young Arab mechanic named Abdu comes to her aid. Their attraction to one
another is fueled by different motives. Julie is in rebellion against her wealthy
background and her father; Abdu, an illegal immigrant, is desperate to avoid
deportation to his impoverished country. In the course of their relationship, there
are unpredictable consequences, and overwhelming emotions will overturn each
one's notion of the other. Set in the new South Africa and in an Arab village in the
desert, The Pickup is "a masterpiece of creative empathy .. . a gripping tale of
contemporary anguish and unexpected desire, and it also opens the Arab world to
unusually nuanced perception" (Edward W. Said). (Amazon.com)

Kourouma, Ahmadou. Waiting for the Vote of the Wild Animals. Charlottesville:
University Press of Virginia, 2001.
"Characterized as "the African Voltaire," Ahmadou Kourouma garnered
enormous critical and popular praise upon the 1998 release of his third novel, En
attendant le vote des betes sauvages. Kourouma received the Prix des Tropiques,
among other prestigious prizes, for that book, and the French edition went on to
sell 100,000 copies.
Carrol F. Coates's translation, Waiting for the Vote of the Wild Animals,
introduces English-language audiences to Kourouma's irreverent view of the
machinations of the African dictators who played the West against the East during
the thirty years of the cold war. Profiting from western financial support, the
dictators built palaces, shrines, and hunting preserves for their personal
gratification as they paraded about with numerous mistresses, marabouts, and
advisers. In the style of a sere who sings the praises of the thirty-year career of the
master hunter and president Koyaga (a fictionalized Gnassingbe Eyadema of
Togo) readers are treated to a brief overview of the French colonization of the
"Naked people," hunters in West African mountain country, followed by the
account ofKoyaga's assumption of power through treachery, assassination, and
sorcery. In an interview Kourouma noted the Togolese assumption that if the
people did not turn out to vote for Eyadema in the democratic elections following
the cold war, the wild animals would come out of the forest to vote for him. The
novel ends with an apocalyptic stampede, although the animals are probably
fleeing a bush conflagration rather than running to the polls." (Amazon.com)
Laa.bi, Abdellatif. Petit musee portative. Neuill: Al Manar, c2002.
Laferriere, Dany. Comment faire !'amour avec un negre sans se fatiguer: roman. Paris:
Serpent aPlumes, 2001.

How to Make Love to a Negro: A Novel. Toronto: The Coach House Press, cl 987.
"Funny, witty, honest, philosophical, deep, critical, and daring are some words
that descibe "How to make love to a Negro". A friend recommended it to me and
I loved it. Basically the book is about two poor Black male Haitian immigrants
living in Canada, sleeping with upperclass white women. The author investigates
the role of race, and class plays in sex. If you throw Black anger and White guilt
in a bed, the result is a nuclear explosion, according to the author. If anyone wants
to know how some black feel about sleeping with white women, you need to read
this book. It's like social psychology mixed with a lot of humor, it's very funny
and honest. The two black men are very intelligent and well read, and the main
character most likely based·on the author is very critical about the Judeo-Christian
"civilized" society he so much wants to enter. I encourage men and women of all
races, black, white in particular to read this book." (Amazon.com)

Mabanckou, Alain. Bleu-blanc-rouge: roman. Paris: Presence africaine, c1998.
Mahfouz, Naguib. Akhenaten, Dweller in Truth. New York: Anchor Books, 2000.
"In this beguiling new novel, originally published in 1985 and now appearing for
the first time in the United States, Mahfouz tells with extraordinary insight the
story of the "heretic pharaoh," or "sun king,"--and the first known monotheistic
ruler--whose iconoclastic and controversial reign during the 18th Dynasty (15401307 B.C.) has uncanny resonance with modem sensibilities. Narrating the novel
is a young man with a passion for the truth, who questions the pharaoh's
contemporaries after his horrible death--including Akhenaten's closest friends, his
most bitter enemies, and finally his enigmatic wife, Nefertiti--in an effort to
discover what really happened in those strange, dark days at Akhenaten's court.
As our narrator and each of the subjects he interviews contribute their version of
Akhenaten, "the truth" becomes increasingly evanescent. Akhenaten encompasses
all of the contradictions his subjects see in him: at once cruel and empathic,
feminine and barbaric, mad and divinely inspired, his character, as Mahfouz
imagines him, is eerily modem, and fascinatingly ethereal." (Amazon.com)
Mapanje, Jack. Skipping Without Ropes. Newcastle upon Tyne: Bloodaxe Books, 1998.
Contains poems on Mapanje's incarceration and release from prison, his exile and
return to Africa, reconciliation with torturers, the role of the African writer, and
the continuing liberation struggle in other countries.
Maran, Rene. Batouala: veritable roman negre. Paris: A. Michel 1938.

Batouala. London; Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, c1987.
"Rene Maran was the first black writer to win the renowned French literary prize,
the Prix Goncourt. He was born in Martinique and spent many years of his early
childhood in Africa. After receiving his formal education in France, he joined the
French colonial service and spent over twenty years in Black Africa. Batouala
was born out of this experience, and was first published in French in 1921. Maran
writes as he believed Batouala, the African chief who is the key character, saw
reality in his village. This translation is however, based upon the franker 1938
edition. He wrote seven other books including Le Livre de la brousse (1934) and
an autobiographical novel Un Homme pareil aux autres. He died in 1960.
According to Abiola Irele, "French African prose can be given a beginning with
the publication in 1921 of the novel Batouala." (Back cover)
Marshall, Paule. The Fisher King: A Novel. New York: Scribner, c2000.
"In 1949, Sonny-Rett Payne, a jazz pianist, fled New York for Paris to escape
both his family's disapproval of his music and the racism that shadowed his
career. Now, decades later, his eight-year-old grandson is brought to Payne's old
Brooklyn neighborhood to attend a memorial concert in his honor. The child's
visit reveals the persistent family and community rivalries that drove his
grandfather into exile." (Back cover)

Maunick, -Edouard. Mandela Dead and Alive, 1976-2001 = Mandela mart et vif. Pretoria:
Protea Book House, 2001 .
A collection of poems chronicling Nelson Mandela's fight for freedom and his
emprisonment during the Apartheid era. Maunick uses his poignant artistry to
reflect on Mandela's told and untold saga and to celebrate him and other freedom
fighters around the world.
Maximin, Daniel. L'Isole soleil: roman. Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1981.
Lone Sun. Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1989.
"Both typical of a first work of fiction- it is a novel about the writing of a
novel- and an unusual achievement in the familiar genre of the Kunstlerroman.
Its highly allusive style and its delight in associative wordplay mixed with elusive
autobiographical details show the strong influence of modem poetry. The novel's
vast scope aims at the recuperation of the lost history of an entire people, the
black diaspora of the Caribbean. A complex narrative texture invites the reader to
participate in an elusive puzzle composed of fragments of narratives, dreams,
diaries, legends, folktales, and oral history. Its main characters, who are trying to
become writers, often exchange pieces of work in progress, along with technical
advice." (Clarisse Zimra)
Mda, Zakes. Fools, Bells and the Habit ofEating: Three Satires. Johannesburg:
Witwatersrand University Press, 2002.
"Cupidity, corruption and conciliation are the themes of the three plays in this
collection from one of South Africa's leading writers." (Back cover)

Mokeddem," Malika. Of Dreams and Assassins. Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 2000.
"Kenza is an exile, first in her own society and later in France. Born during a visit
to Montpellier in the year of Algerian independence, she returns with her mother
to Oran to find her father has taken another wife. Her mother leaves alone, never
to return. Kenza's subsequent search for herself through the mother she doesn't
know, told in a frank first-person narrative, mirrors the struggle of Algerian
women to make a place in a society that has stripped them of their rights in spite
of their crucial participation in the war for independence. Kenza's suffocating
childhood in the house of her boisterous, leering father is broken only by summers
in the desert, where the dates "become golden brown and gleam like little clusters
of suns that mock the children." Eventually, Kenza, like Mokeddem herself,
leaves her home to go to school in Montpellier, because she can no longer tolerate
life in Algeria. Of Dreams and Assassins is a protest, against the subjugation of
women in Algeria and the violence of the last ten years, perpetrated by
fundamentalist Muslim guerrillas. In exile, Kenza puts her hope in mtissage, the
blending of cultures embodied by the character of Slim, her friend and confidant,
who lives happily with his mixed-race origins. Kenza's story dramatizes
Mokeddem's belief that the future of Algeria lies in its women and in education;
only through liberation and education can the pain of Kenza's exile be redeemed."
(Back cover)
Mongo Beti. The Story of the Madman. Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
2001.
"Widely acclaimed when first published in French in 1994, Mongo Beti's tenth
novel, L'histoire du fou, continues the author's humorous yet fierce criticism of
the colonial system in Africa and its legacy of governmental corruption.
Translated here as The Story of the Madman, the novel gives the Englishspeaking world Beti's comic satire of the fictional Chief Zoaeteleu and his
favorite sons Zoaetoa and Narcisse. In a modem fable that Beti uses to illustrate
the problems of a people's disintegrating values in a postcolonial state, Chief
Zoaeteleu, a puppet under two dictatorial regimes, is swept into the frontline of
politics, where his fortunes unravel. Along with his caustic portrayal of failed
government--clearly a reflection of his native Cameroon--Beti's realism provides
an intriguing view of the struggle for balance between traditional life and
imminent change in African culture." (Back cover)

Morrison, Toni. Love. New York: Knopf, c2003
"May, Christine, Heed, Junior, Vida-even L: all women obsessed with Bill
Cosey. The wealthy owner of the famous Cosey's Hotel and Resort, he shapes
their yearnings for father, husband, lover, guardian, and friend, yearnings that
dominate the lives of these women long after his death. Yet while he is either the
void in, or the center of, their stories, he himself is driven by secret forces-a
troubled past and a spellbinding woman named Celestial.This audacious
exploration into the nature of love-its appetite, its sublime possession, its dread-is
rich in characters, striking scenes, and a profound understanding of how alive the
past can be." (Back cover)
Mudimbe, V.Y. Entre !es eaux. Paris: Presence africaine, [1973]
"In protagonist Pierre Landu, Mudimbe ( Before the Birth of the Moon) has
created a figure layered with all the conflicts of modem Africa. Having rejected
his ancestors--and Africa--to join the Catholic priesthood, Landu proceeds to
reject the priesthood--hence Europe--to join a ubiquitous and anonymous
"Revolution." But this struggle brings him no closer to his people and even in the
brutal boot camp, Landu can't wean himself from theology, Vivaldi and Rome.
His most natural expression remains Latin prayer. Landu is not a sympathetic
character--"insufferable" is the word used by another character--and much of
Between Tides is taken up by pompous and often tedious self-examination. In the
book's closing pages, Landu goes through a number of incarnations and--though
Between Tides was awarded the Grand Prize, International Catholic Literature in
1975--his destiny is not a testimonial for the Church. Mudimbe is clear that, tom
by such divergent extremes, there can be no easy resolution for either Landu or
for Africa." (Amazon.com)
Mumbere Mujomba, Pierre. Ecce ego: roman. Paris: Hatier international, c2002.
Ndiaye, Marie. Rosie Carpe: ronian. Paris: Les Editions de Minuits, 2001.
Rosie Carpe's life goes from Brive-la-Gaillarde, Guadeloupe, to Anthony, France,
when she is an adult. She becomes completely alienated when she returns to
Guadeloupe.
Ngandu Nkashama, Pius. Crepuscule equinoxial: poemes. Paris: L'Harmattan, cl 997.

Dictionnaire des ceuvres litteraires africaines de langue fran9aise. Ivry-sur-Seine
[France]: Editions nouvelles du sud, cl 994.
Le Doyen marri: roman. Paris: L'Harmattan, cl 994.
Vie et moeurs d'un primitif en Essonne Quatre-vingt-onze: recit. Paris: Editions
L'Harmattan, c1987.
Yakouta: roman. Paris: L'Harmattan, c1995.

Ngugi wa Thiong'o. Writers in Politics. London: Heinemann Educational Books, 1981.
"Ngugt' s detention without trial in Kenya during most of 1978 has marked a new
phase in his development as a writer. While is first collection of essays,
Homecoming, focused on African and Caribbean politics and culture, the title of
this second volume gives notice of a declared political commitment that is
reflected in NgugI's own words: 'We writers and critics of African literature
should form an essential intellectual part of the anti-imperialist cultural army of
African peoples for total economic and political liberation from imperialism and
foreign domination.'" (Inside cover)
Okri, Ben. In Arcadia. London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2002.
"A group of angry and ill assorted people accept an invitation to make a journey.
Inspired by a painting and financed by a mysterious benefactor, they set off to
discover the real Arcadia. Or what remains of it. Their journey begins in
ignorance and chaos at Waterloo station and takes them through superstition and
myth to harmony. In the Louvre, in front of Poussin's masterpiece they begin to
understand. 'In Arcadia takes that staple Shakespearean theme of appearance
versus reality and uses it to explore the notion of paradise' Scotsman" (Exclusive
Books.com)
Osundare, Niyi. Waiting for Laughters: A Long Song in Many Voices. Lagos: Malthouse
Press, 1990.
"This volume of poems is about waiting in different and often contrasting
situations, and the behaviour of time in the waiting process. But more than
anything else, it is the poetic response to the gloom and despair which seem to
have gripped contemporary African society. The poems, therefore, emphasize the
possibility oflaughter and its diverse manifestations." (Book cover)
Philombe, Rene. Lettres de ma cambuse. Yaounde, Cameroun: Abbia, 1964.
Saro-Wiwa, Ken. Sozaboy: A Novel in Rotten English. Port Harcout, Nigeria: Saros,
1985.
"The novel describes the fortunes of a young, naive recruit, Sozaboy, in a civil
war. He escapes death, miraculously on occasion, and returns to his sacked village
at the end of the war only to know that having been given up for dead, he is seen
as a spectre come to add his despoliation to the ravages of cholera then
decimating the populace. He also learns of the death of his mother and wife, the
quest after whom provide part of the motif and structure of the narrative. Rejected
by his village, he leaves on a voluntary exile, bemoaning the horrors of war and
realizing the futility of soldiering and war. The most significant point about the
novel is the language of its narration, a language which is an artistic realization of
the eponymous hero's dislocated consciousness of his new vision of himself."
(Back cover.)

Sebbar, LeYla. Jene parle pas la langue demon pere: recit. Paris: Julliard, 2003.
Senghor, Leopold Sedar. The Collected Poetry. Charlottesville: University Press of
Virginia, 1991.
"The complete poems of Leopold Sedar Senghor, former president of the
Republic of Senegal and Africa's most famous poet, are offered in translation for
the first time in this bilingual edition. The book, representing the culmination of a
lifetime of work, includes Lost Poems, a collection of Senghor' s earliest work.
Senghor's poetry contrasts the lushness and wonder of Africa's past with the
alienation and loss associated with assimilation into European culture. Co-founder
of the negritude literary movement, Senghor is concerned that ways be provided
for African and European cultures to enrich each other while preserving their own
cultural identities. His poetry, alive with sensual imagery, reclaims his ancestral
heritage and celebrates African culture. He writes with an awareness of his
readers, preparing them to receive his culture and its values. With emotional
power, he draws the reader deep into his world." (Cover)
Sony Labou Tansi. The Seven Solitudes ofLorsa Lopez. Oxford; Portsmouth, NH:
Heinemann, 1995.
·"In this sublimely surreal allegory, Tansi (La Vie et Demie) lampoons colonial
Africa. As the city of Valancia prepares to celebrate "its second phony centenary,"
it is suffering. The previous year, the nation's president had insulted the American
president and the rest of the world had fallen into line behind a boycott of the little
country's pineapples, eventually resulting in Valancia losing the seat of
government to nearby Nsanga Norda. To make matters worse, an esteemed
citizen, Lorsa Lopez, violently murders his wife (supposedly for giving him lice),
an incident that, in the opinion of fellow citizens, makes Valancia look bad. With
the police investigation lagging by years, the estimable, ballsy Estina Bronzario
lobbies for justice and honor. When no one can remember the murdered woman's
maiden name, Estina demands that men take their wives' names. Together with
·her countrywomen, she puts a ban on sex. Tansi piles absurdity on top of
absurdity here, but always makes it work with a combination of bawdy and wry
comedy. Humor is always difficult to render in another language, but here the
original French text benefits from an excellent translation that flows smoothly
without mucking up any of the jokes." (Publishers' Weekly)
Soyinka, Wole. King Baabu. London: Methuen, 2002.
"King Baabu chronicles the debauched rule of General Basha Bash who takes
power in a coup and exchanges his general's uniform for a robe and crown rechristening himself King Babu. In the manner of Alfred Jarry's "Ubu Roi", this is
a ferocious, crackpot satire of the plague of dictatorship on the African continent.
Weaving together burlesque comedy, theatrical excess and storytelling, it has
been a brilliant parody of political regimes in Africa and beyond." (Book cover)

Tadj o, Veronique. The Shadow ofImana: Travels in the Heart ofRwanda. Oxford:
Heinemann, c2002. ·
"Along with nine other African Writers, Veronique Tadjo was invited to visit
Rwanda to bear witness to the genocide that took place in 1994 wiping out one
million Tutsis and moderate Hutus during a hundred days of barbaric violence.
Records of what she saw are combined with personal stories of traumatized
returnees, bereaved survivors, rape victims, orphans, lawyers faced with the
impossible task of doing justice, prisoners. But The Shadow ofImana goes
beyond reportage. With passages savouring of poetry and traditional tales, Tadjo
explores the spiritual legacy of the genocide and uncovers a healing vitality and a
commitment to forgiveness." (Back cover)
Vera, Yvonne. Without a Name; and, Under the Tongue. New York: Farrar, Straus, and
Giroux, 2002.
"Yvonne Vera's novels chronicle the lives of Zimbabwean women with
extraordinary power and beauty. Without a Name and Under the Tongue, her two ·
earliest novels, are set in the seventies during the guerrilla war against the white
government.
In Without a Name (1994), Mazvita, a young woman from the country, travels to
Harare to escape the war and begin a new life. But her dreams of independence
are short-lived. She begins a relationship of convenience and becomes pregnant.
In Under the Tongue (1996), the adolescent Zhizha has lost the will to speak. In
lyrical fragments, Vera relates the story of Zhizha's parents, and the horrifying
events that led to her mother's imprisonment and her father's death. With this
novel Vera became the first Zimbabwean writer ever to deal frankly with incest."
(Amazon. com)
Walcott, Derek. Walker; and The Ghost Dance. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
2002.
"Walker, first performed in 1992 and revived (in a revised version) in 2001, is
named for David Walker, the nineteenth-century black abolitionist from Boston
who advocated violent revolt against slavery and galvanized his generation. In
Walcott's hands he is a classical hero, a political leader who is also a poet.
The Ghost Dance takes place on a cold winter's day in Dakota, when Kicking
Bear brings news of a rebellion to a white widow named Catherine Weldon; when
the alarm seeps into the tiny fort nearby, its mixed company splinters apart in the
face of the perceived threat. First performed in 1989, it is a parable of American
Life at a crossroads, drawn from a story with a historical conclusion: Sitting Bull
and his Sioux followers will die at the hands of the Army and Indian agents."
(Book cover)

Walker, Alice. Absolute Trust in the Goodness of the Earth: New Poems. New York:
Random House, c2003.
"Alice Walker opens us to feeling and understanding, with poems that cover a
broad spectrum of emotions. With profound artistry, walker searches for,
discovers, and declares the fundamental beauty of existence, as she explores what
it means to experience life fully, to learn from it, and to grow both as an
individual and a part of a greater spiritual community." (Back cover)
Werewere Liking. It shall Be ofJasper and Coral; and, Love-across-a-hundred-lives:
Two Novels. Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 2000.
"The West African writer, painter, playwright, and director Werewere Liking is
considered one of the best literary interpreters of the postcolonial condition in
Africa. Her first work to be translated into English, these two novels spare
nothing in their satirical portraits of the patriarchal view of African society as they
experiment radically with the novel form.
At once dramatic, lyrical, satirical, and epistolary, "It Shall Be of Jasper and Coral
(Journal of a Misovire)," subtitled "A Song-Novel," introduces the "misovire"-literally defined as a man-hater but seen by Liking as the figure of a time when
gender differentiation will be irrelevant to discovering the fullness of what it
means to be human. The misovire recounts the story of the inhabitants of Luna, a
squalid fictional village in Africa. The novel's action occurs on two levels, as the
misovire contemplates writing a journal, and through that heralds the creation of a
new race.
Instead of holding the daily entries of a conventional diary, this journal is to be
composed of nine "pages," each dedicated to a specific theme, from creativity and
art criticism to friendship and the importance ofraising children to be balanced
human beings. The misovire's musings, interspersed with the dialogue of two
comical characters named Babou and Grozi, bring together a powerful polyphony
of modem Africa. While bitterly critical, it ends on a hopeful note, as the misovire
prophesies the birth from the sea of a new African who "shall be made of jasper
and coral."
In "Love-across-a-Hundred-Lives," the narrator tells the story of Lem, her
brother, who is preparing to hang himself when his grandmother Madjo appears.
He secretly expects her to dissuade him from suicide, but instead she encourages
him, urging him to make his final action a success that will make up for all his
earlier failures. As he continues to knot the rope that will be his noose, Madjo
tells Lem stories of their ancestors, of legendary and historical African figures;
interwoven are the voices of Lem himself, of the narrator, and of her sister Go.
When Lem is finally ready to conclude his act, he no longer wants to die. Madjo
has accomplished her mission to make Lem a man in the most complete and most
noble sense of the word, whole and strong enough not only to survive but to give
of himself to others.
In addition to illustrating the formal innovations for which Liking is increasingly
known and celebrated in Africa and the :francophone world, these two novels

establish a discourse with icons of African literature such as Leopold Sedar
Senghor and Cheikh H. Kane, debunking many myths about the continent that
produced them. With Liking's refreshingly iconoclastic writing driving their
message, "It Shall Be of Jasper and Coral" and "Love-across-a-Hundred-Lives"
introduces a fascinating African literary voice to the English-speaking world."
(Amazon. com)
Zobel, Joseph. Black Shack Alley. Boulder, CO: L. Rienner Publishers, 1997, cl 996.
This work of compelling lyrical unity tells the story of growing up black in the
colonial world of Martinique. Not only does the young hero, Jose, have to fight
the ignorance and poverty of plantation life, but he must also learn to survive the
all-pervasive French cultural saturation- to remain true to himself, proud of his
race and his family. His ally in this struggle is his grandmother, M'man Tine, who
fights her own wearjness to release at least one child from the plantation village, a
dirt street lined with the shacks of sugarcane workers. First published in 1950, La
rue cases-negres was inspired by Richard Wright's Black Boy. "Everything in it is .
autobiographical," wrote Zobel, "but the story was patterned after my own
aesthetics of composition." The movie adaptation, honored at the 1983 Cannes
Film Festival, has been released in the U.S. as Sugar Cane Alley." (Back cover)

• Donald E. Herdeck, from the Introduction to the English translation of Batouala, Heinemann, 1987.
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A Wealth of Literary Prizes: An Exhibit of African and Diaspora
Writers
Compiled by Emilie Ngo-Nguidjol .
http://www.sitwisc.edu/~srama/ala_ 2004/book_ exhibit/

Fonlon- Nichols
Mongo Beti & Rene Philombe 1992
Werewere Liking 1993
Ken Saro-Wiwa 1994
Sony Labou Tansi 1995
Ngugi wa Thiong'o 1996
Assia Dj ebar 1997
Niyi Osundare 1998
Abdellatif Laa.bi 1999
Wole Soyinka 2000
Nurrudin Farah 2001
Jack Mapanje 2002
Emmanuel Dongala 2003
Pius Ngandu Nkashama 2004

Aga Khan Prize for Fiction
Ben Okri 1987 (Incidents at the Shrine)

All Africa Christopher Okigbo
Tanure Ojaide 1988
Olu Oguibe 1992
Festus Iyayi 1996 (Awaiting Court Martial - Short stories)
Tanure Ojaide 1997 (The Daydream ofAnts and other Poems)
Amatoritsero Godwin Ede 1998 (A Writer's Pains & Caribbean Blues)

ANA/Cadbury Prize for Poetry
Niyi Osundare

Association of Nigerian Authors annual prize for literature
Tanure Ojaide 1988 & 1994

Bard Award for Zulu Language and Literature
DBKMhlongo

•
BCALA (Black Caucus of the American Library Association) Literary Awards
Barbara Chase-Rihoud 2004 (Hottentot Venus)
Jewell Parker Rhodes 2003 (Douglass Women)
Pearl Cleage 2002 (I Wish I Had a Red Dress)
Paule Marshall 2001 (The Fisher King)
Valerie Wilson Wesley 2000 (Ain't Nobody's Business IfI Do)

100 Best African Books (top twelve)
Chinua Achebe, Things Fall Apart, 1958
Meshack Asare, Sosu's Call, 1999
Mariama Ba, Une si longue letter (So Long a Letter), 1979
Mia Couto, Terra Sonambula 1992
Tsitsi Dangarembga, Nervous Conditions, 1988
Cheikh Anta Diop, Anteriorite Des Civilisations Negres (The African Origins of
Civilization: Myth or Reality) 1955
Assia Djebar, L'Amour, La fantasia, 1985
Naguib Mahfouz, The Cairo Trilogy, 1945
Thomas Mofolo, Chaka, 1925
Wole Soyinka, Ake: The Years of Childhood, 1981
Ngugi wa Thiongo, A Grain of Wheat 1967
Leopold Sedar Senghor, Oeuvre Poetique 1961

Booker Prize
Nadine Gordimer 1974 (The Conversationist)
John Maxwell Coetzee 1983 (Life and Time ofMichael K)
Ben Okri 1991 (The Famished Road)
John Maxwell Coetzee 1999 (Disgrace)

Caine Prize for African Writing
Leila Aboulela 2000 (The Museum from "Opening Spaces: An Anthology of
Contemporary African Women's Writings ")
Helon Habila 2001 ("Love Poems" from Prison Stories)
Binyavanga Wainaina 2002 (Discovering Home)
Yvonne Adhiambo Owuor 2003 (Weight of Whispers)

Chianti Rufino-Antico Fattore International Literary Prize
Ben Okri

Commandement de l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres
Maryse Conde 2001

Commonwealth Poetry Prize
Chinua Achebe 1972 (Christmas in Biafra)
Tanure Ojaide 1987

Commonwealth Writers Prize-Africa Region
Festus Iyayi 1988 Heroes
Arna Ata Aidoo 1992 (Changes)
Chales Mungoshi 1998
John Maxwell Coetzee 2000 Disgrace
Zakes Mda 2001 (The Heart ofRedness)
Manu Herbstein 2002 (Arna, A Story of the Atlantic Slave Trade)
Nadine Gordimer 2002 (The Pickup)
Andre Brink 2003 (The Other Side ofSilence)
Helon Habila 2003 (Waiting for an Angel)
Damon Galgut 2004 (The Good Doctor)
Diane Awerbuck 2004 (Gardening at Night)
Ben Okri
Ken Saro-Wiwa
MG Vassanji
Yvonne
Margaret Ogola

Conover-Porter Award (Africana Librarians' Council [ASA])

•
Carol Burdy, Virginia Coulon and Hans Zell 1984 (A New Readers Guide to
African Literature)
Carol Sicherman 1992 (Ngugi wa Thiong'o: A Bibliography ofPrimary and
Secondary Sources, 1957-1987) and Ngugi wa Thiong'o, the Making ofa Rebel: a
Source Book in Kenyan Literature and Resistance)
Bemth Lindfors 1992 (Black African Literature in English, 1987-1991) and
Nancy Schmidt 1992 (Sub-Saharan African Films and Filmmakers, 1987-1992)
John Middleton 2000 (Encyclopedia ofAfrica South of the Sahara)

Dedica (Italy)
AssiaDjebbar 2004

Femina
Marie Ndiaye 2001 (Rosie Carpe)

Flora Nwapa Society Award (U.S.A.)
Toni Morrison 2004 Love

Forward Poetry Prize (UK)
Kwame Dawes 1994 (Progeny ofAir)

Giles Cooper Award (UK)
Caryl Phillips 1984 (The Wasted Years)

Goncourt
Rene Maran 1922 (Batouala)
Tahar Ben Jelloun 1987 (La Nuit sacree)
Patrick Chamoiseau 1992 (Texaco)
Amin Maalouf 1993 (Le rocher de Tanios)

Grand Prix Catholique de Litterature (Belgium)
V.Y. Mudimbe 1975 (Entre les eaux)

Grand Prix de la Francophonie (France)
Jacques Rabemananjara 1988
Henri Lopes 1993
Edouard Maunick 2003 .

Grand Prix de la prose du Joumal de Montreal
Emile Ollivier 1987 (La Discorde aux cent voix)

Grand prix international de poesie de la Societe des poetes et artistes de
France et de langue frarn;aise
Leopold Sedar Senghor 1963

Grand Prix du Livre de Montreal
Emile Ollivier 1991 (Passages)

Grand Prix du Livre Insulaire
Jean Zobel 2002

Grand Prix du roman de l' Academie Fran9aise
Calix.the Beyala 1996 (Les Honneurs perdus)

Grand Prix du roman des lectrices du cote Femmes
Malika Mokeddem 2003 (La Transe des insoumis)

Grand Prix Litteraire de la Femme: Prix Alain Boucheron
Maryse Conde 1987 (Moi, Tituba, sorciere noire de Salem)

50e Grand Prix Litteraire des jeunes lecteurs de l'Ile de France
Maryse Conde 1994 (Moi, Tituba, sorciere noire de Salem)

Grand prix litteraire de 1'Afrique Noire (ADELF)
Birago Diop 1964 (Contes et Lavanes)
Francis Bebey 1968 (Lefils d'Agatha Moudio)
Henri Lopes 1972 (Tribaliques)
Henri Lopes 1990
Ahmadou Hampate Ba 1991 ( The Fortunes of Wangrin)
Calixthe Beyala 1994 (Maman a un amant)
Sylvain Ntari-Bemba 1995
Leopold Sedar Senghor 1996
Emmanuel Dongala 1998 (Lefeu des origines)
Alain Mabanckou 1999 (Bleu Blanc Rouge)
Patrice Nganang 2002 (Temps de chien)
Kangni Alem 2003 (Cola Cola Jazz)

Guyana Prize for Literature
Fred D'Aguiar 1996 (Dear Future)

Hollis Summers Poetry Prize (USA)
Kwame Dawes 2000 (Midland)

International Primo Levi Literary Award
Nadine Gordimer 2002

James Tait Black Memorial Prize (for fiction) (UK)
Nadine Gordimer 1971 (A Guest ofHonour)
John Maxwell 1980 (Waiting For The Barbarians)
Caryl Phillips 1993 (Crossing the River)

Jerusalem Peace Prize (Israel)
Nadine Gordimer

La Legion d'Honneur
Daniel Maximin 1993
Jean Zobel 1998

Literatur Prize (Germany)
Assia Djebbar 1989

Malcolm X Prize for Literature
Caryl Phillips 1985 (The Final Passage)

Martin Luther King Memorial Prize
Caryl Phillips 1987 (The European Tribe)

Mary McCarthy Award (USA)
Nadine Gordimer 2003

MUSON Poetry Prize (Nigeria)
Helon Habila 2000 ('Another Age;

National Book Award
Ralph EllisoI111953 (!Invisible Man)
Alice Walker 1983 (The Color Purple)

Nelly Sachs Prize (Germany)
Nadine Gordimer 1986

Neustadt International Prize for Literature (USA)
Assia Djebbar 1996
Nuruddin Farah 1998

New Statesman-Jock Campbell Award (UK)
Chinua Achebe (Arrow of God)
Buchi Emecheta 1979 (The Slave Girl)

Nobel (Sweden)
Wole Soyinka 1986
Naguib Mahfouz 1988
Nadine Gordimer 1991
Derek Walcott 1992
Toni Morrison 1993
John Maxwell Coetzee 2003

Noma Award for Publishing in Africa
Mongane W. Serote
Meshack Asarem 1982
S. Khodja & Charles Mungoshi, C 1992
K Toure 1996
D. Samb 1999
Kimani Njogu & Rocha M. Chimerah 2000

L'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres
Daniel Maximin 1995
Emile Ollivier 2000
Monique Agenor 2001

L'Ordre des Francophones d'Amerique (Quebec)
Edouard Glissant since 1986

"

L'Ordre National du Quebec
Emile Ollivier 1993

Poesie du Mont Saint~Michel
Edouard Glissant 1998

Poetry Business Prize
Kwame Dawes 2000 (Mapmaker)

Prernio Grinzane Cavour Prize
Ben Okri 1994 (The Famished Road)

Prernio Malaparte (Italy)
Nadine Gordimer 1985

Prirnio Palrnio (Italy)
Ben Okri 2000 (Dangerous Love)

Prix Alioune Diop pour l' edition en Afrique
Editions Marocaines Tarik 2003

Prix Antigone
Raphael Conti.ant 1988 (Le Negre et !'Amira[)

Prix Carbet de la Caraibe
Dany Laferriere 1991 (L 'Odeur de cafe)
Patrick Chamoiseau 1993 (Antan d'enfance)
Raphael Conti.ant 1994 (L 'Allee des soupirs)
Emile Ollivier 1996 (Les Urnes scellees)
Maryse Conde 1997 (Desirada )
Rene Depestre 1998
Dany Laferriere 2000 Le Cri des oiseauxfous) [Carbet des lyceens]
Franketienne 2002 (H'Eros chimeres)
Pierre-Louis Monchoachi 2003 (L 'Espece geste)

Prix Case de las Americas
Raphael Confiant 1995 (Ravines du devantjour)

Prix Charles Veillon (prix du meilleur roman de langue fran9aise)
Camara Laye 1954 (L 'Enfant noir)
Edouard Glissant 1965 (Le Quatrieme Siecle)
.,

Prix de l'Acadernie Franc;aise
Maryse Conde 1988 (La vie scelerate)

•

Prix de l 'Agence de Cooperation Culturelle et Technique ·
Veronique Tadjo 1983 (Laterite)

Prix de la decouverte RFI
Pierre Mumbere Mujomba (La Derniere envelope)

Prix de la Paix des libraires allemands (Germany)
Leopold Sedar Senghor 1968

Prix Inter
Hamadou Kourouma

Prix Kateb Yacine
Lei1a Sebbar 2003 (Jene parle pas la langue demon pere)

Prix Jacques Roumain
Emile Ollivier 1985 (Mere-Solitude)

Prix Literatur (Germany)
Maryse Conde 1988 (Segou: Les murailles de terre)

Prix Louise Labbe
Leopold Congo-Mbemba 2004 (Tenors-Memoires)

Prix Marguerite Yourcenar (awarded to a francophone author living in the USA)
Maryse Conde 1999 (Le Coeur arire et apleurer)
Patrice Nganang 2001 (Temps de chien)

Prix national du Burkina Faso
Monique Ilboudo 2001

Prix Novembre
Raphael Confiant 1991 (Eau de cafe)

Prix Puterbaugh
Edouard Glissant 1989
Maryse Conde 1993

Prix RFO
Nelly Schmidt 1995 (Victor Schoelcher)
Gisele Pineau 1994 (L 'Esperance-Macadam)
Ernest Pepin 1997 (Tambour Babel)
Raphael Confiant 1998 (Le Meurtre du Samedi-Gloria)
Louis-Philippe Dalembert 1999 (L 'autre face de la mer)
Roland Brival 2000 (Biguine Blues)
Anouar Benmalek 2001 (L 'enfant du peuple ancient)
Dany Laferriere 2002 (Cette grenade dans la main du Jeune negre: est-ce une
arme au un fruit)
Patrick Chamoiseau 2002 [Prix special du jury] (Biblique des derniers gestes)
Nathacha Appanah-Mouriquand 2003 (Les Rochers de poudre d'or)

Prix Tchicaya U'Tamsi du Concours Theatral Interafricain
Kangni Alem 1990 (Chemins de croix)
Rene Depestre 1991
Koffi Kwahule 1992 (Cette vieille magie noire)
Caya Makhele 1993 {La Fable du clo'itre des cimetieres)

Prix Tropiques
Boris Diop 1997 (Le cavalier et son ombre}
Ahmadou Kourouma 1998 (En attendant le vote des betes sauvages)
Boualem Sansal 1999 (Le Serment des barbares)
Tierno Monenembo 2000 (Tierno Monenembo)
Salim Bachi 2003 (La Kahena)

Pulitzer Prize (USA)
Alice Walker 1983 (The Color Purple)
Toni Morrison 1988 (Beloved)

Pushcart Prize for Poetry (USA)
Kwame Dawes 2001

Renaudot
Edouard Glissant 1958 (La Lezarde)
Yambo Ouologuem 1968 (Le Devoir de violence)
Rene Depestre 1988 (Hadriana dans taus mes reves)
Ahmadou Kourouma 2000 (Allah n 'est pas oblige)

Roger Caillois de poesie
Edouard Glissant 1991 (Poetique de la relation)

Salon de la Plume Noire
Jacques Rabemananjara 1997

f

'
Somerset Maugham A ward for Literature
George Lamming

Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year Award
Caryl Phillips 1992 (Cambridge)

Swedish literary award The Voice of Africa
Yvonne Vera 1999

T. S. Eliot Prize (USA)
Fred D'Aguiar 1984

UNESCO Prize for children's literature in the service of tolerance
Meshack Asare 1999 (Sosu's Call)

UNICEF Prize
Veronique Tadjo 1993

The Voice of Africa
Yvonne Vera 1999

WH Smith Literary A ward
Nadine Gordimer 1961 (Friday's Footprint)

Whitebread First Novel Award
Fred D'Aguiar 1994 (The Longest Memory)

Zimbabwean Publishers' Literary Award
Yvonne Vera

